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Abstract—This review aims to provide an overview of the
latest trends in 3D computer vision. Both in imaging and image
processing, the research has advanced significantly over the past
decade. This paper reviews the fundamentals and advanced
techniques of 3D image acquisition and algorithms for storing,
processing and understanding this information. This overview is
focused on the application domain of autonomous mobile robotics
and automated industry. Several most widely used passive and
active optical range imaging techniques are reviewed with their
strengths and weaknesses. This paper also describes some of the
most common range image processing techniques and structures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Used in industry, autonomous robotics and other fields, 3D

imaging provides very detailed and valuable information about

the environment or examined objects. Especially in mobile

robotics, 3D vision has become the area of interest of many

researchers and numerous imaging and processing algorithms

have been developed over the past decade. In modern industry,

both 2D and 3D vision systems are the basis of automatic

construction, product inspection and quality control.

The fundamental difference between 2D and 3D vision is

the inclusion of the third coordinate – depth. This information

can be acquired by various means ranging from stereoscopy

(use of two specifically aligned cameras) to laser scanning

of the environment, while each of these techniques have

their own advantages and disadvantages. Downsides can often

be eliminated by using multiple 3D imaging methods in

conjunction.

In robotics, 3D representation of the environment allows for

better navigation, obstacle avoidance and object classification.

3D scans of the surrounding objects enables the robot to inter-

act with them more easily and in more sophisticated manner

such as grabbing various objects and opening doors [1]. In

industry and manufacturing, 3D vision systems provide un-

precedented precision and flexibility in control, measurement

and quality inspection. While these areas require different

approaches to hardware construction and methods of 3D image

acquisition, most of the image processing algorithms are used

universally.

II. METHODS OF 3D IMAGE ACQUISITION

The collection of techniques that are used to measure the

distance to a set of points in a scene from a specific point is

Fig. 1. Depth triangulation – based on the known intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters (baseline B, focal length f , ...) and disparity (xR − xT ), the
depth Z is calculated [3].

called range imaging. The result is a 2D range image, where

the pixel values correspond to the distance. As with many

other types of measurements, both active and passive sensors

are available for this task.

A. Stereo triangulation

Perhaps the most well known range imaging technique is

stereo vision. It is a passive method, since it only requires

a pair of cameras and no energy is emitted. The depth is

calculated by triangulation based on the disparity of each pixel

– the difference between the x coordinate of two corresponding

points, representing the same homologous point in the scene

(Fig. 1). Based on intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the

setup (acquired by calibration), the physical coordinates can be

calculated from the pixel position and disparity. While having

many advantages (passive sensing, low cost and latency [2],

small size, color information), stereo vision has its pitfalls.

Solving the correspondence problem is difficult in homoge-

neous regions, repeating patterns or when there are specular

reflection or transparent materials in the scene [3].

B. Laser triangulation

Utilization of lasers is very common in 3D scanning. One of

the techniques using this device is laser triangulation. In this

case, the laser shines on the scanned object, which is simulta-

neously recorded with a camera. The distance is triangulated

using the known separation between the camera and the laser

emitter as well as the angles to the illuminated point (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Laser triangulation – distance to the object P is equal to the height
of a triangle with two known angles (α, β) and one known side (d) [5].

Often a line laser is used instead of a single laser dot for

faster acquisition process. Since energy is emitted towards the

scene, all laser scanners are categorized as active sensors [4].

This technique offers extremely accurate depth measurements,

however it struggles to correctly scan transparent and reflective

surfaces, since those do not diffuse the laser well enough to

be captured by the camera. Result of this technique yields no

color or light intensity information.

C. LIDAR, Time-of-Flight

LIDAR (acronym for Light Detection And Ranging) is

another laser-utilizing technique for 3D scanning of the en-

vironment (Fig. 3). Often used in geodesy, geography, and

related fields, LIDAR has found its use in autonomous vehicles

and robotics as well. LIDAR may use various techniques to

infer the distance to the illuminated point. One of those is

time-of-flight, where a precise timing mechanism measures the

delay between emitting and receiving the laser pulse. Using

this delay and the known speed of light in the environment,

distance to the surface is calculated [6]. The whole scene

is scanned point-by-point by slewing the laser beam around

using a rotating mirror. Both 2D (planar) and 3D LIDARs

are available. The main advantages of LIDAR are its hight

precision and long range, however these devices are usually

rather expensive due to their very precise hardware.

Time-of-Flight technique (Fig. 4) can also be used with

fast gated CMOS cameras. In this case the whole scene

Fig. 3. Time-of-Flight LIDAR. Pulsed laser beam is reflected by a rotating
mirror creating a fan-like scanning pattern. The pulse is then reflected from
the scanned surface and returns to the receiver. The time of flight between
transmission and reception is then used to estimate the distance to the
surface [7].

Fig. 4. Diagrams illustrating the principle of a time-of-flight camera with
analog timing [8].

is illuminated at once and the delay is measured per-pixel

between the emission and reception of a single laser or

LED pulse. The main advantage of this technique is its high

acquisition speed reaching up to 160 frames per second.

D. Structured Light 3D scanners

Structured-light 3D scanner is an active 3D scanning device

which measures the depth by recording projected light patterns

with a camera. The most widely used light pattern in this tech-

nique are parallel stripes generated by either projection or laser

interference. Both the displacement and width of individual

stripes, as well as their frequency and phase provide cues to

calculate the depth. Several patterns (e.g. stripes of varying

width) are usually used per scan (Fig. 5). Advantages of this

technique are its low hardware cost and high scanning speed,

however it requires a controlled environment and projector

calibration.

A very popular example of a structured-light 3D scanner is

an entertainment device called Kinect. Named Light Coding,

this scanner is uses an infrared laser to project a pattern of

dots which is then captured by a monochrome CMOS camera.

Fig. 5. Set of structured light patterns consisting of parallel stripes of varying
width projected on a scanned object [9].
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Due to its affordability and relatively good performance, it has

found its use in many robotics projects [10].

E. Structure from motion

Structure from motion (SFM) is a range imaging technique

which estimates 3D structures from sequences of 2D images

captured at different points in the scene. These methods

include both camera localization and 3D shape reconstruction.

Traditional feature detectors, descriptors and matchers may

be used to determine motion trajectories. Depth calculation

algorithms similar to those used in stereo triangulation are

then used to retrieve the 3D structure of the environment

or the scanned object [11]. Some variants of SFM, called

direct approaches, estimate geometric information without

intermediate abstraction to features or corners [12]. Pitfalls

similar to those in stereo triangulation are present here as well

– reflective materials, transparency, homogeneous surfaces,

etc. Occlusion are partially solved by having multiple points

of view available for shape reconstruction.

A very related problem to SFM is SLAM (Simultaneous Lo-

calization And Mapping) which is often found in autonomous

robotics. This is a problem of constructing and updating a

map of environment by a mobile agent (robot) equipped with

some kind of a sensing device. A pair of cameras or a LIDAR

is often used, while solutions for single-camera (monocular)

systems have been found too [12][13].

F. Combination of techniques

As mentioned, each of the techniques has its own advan-

tages and disadvantages. To mitigate their downsides, solutions

have been found to use multiple range imaging techniques

simultaneously. One such combination is a laser scanner with

a stereo camera, providing both precise depth measurements

as well as color image [14]. When combining several sensors,

thorough calibration has to be performed to align the acquired

data. Algorithms exist that solve this problem even when the

sensors’ fields of view are not overlapping [15].

III. RANGE PROCESSING

Range images are often processed before applying any

classification or scene-understanding algorithms. There are

various forms of representation of 3D environments or objects,

each of them having their use.

A. Point clouds

The most precise 3D scene representation and often the

direct output of a depth scanner is a raw point cloud. This

consists of a set of points in 3D space which may also bear

color information and usually represent the external surface of

an object (Fig. 6). Point clouds are often post-processed using

some type of filtering algorithm to remove outliers introduced

by sensor noise. One of the most commonly used filtering

algorithm is RANSAC [17], or one of its later variants [18].

Filtering is also used to remove local noise – smoothing.

Several scans – point clouds – of the scene can be aligned

to create a complete representation of the environment.

Point clouds can be generated from range image using a

simple conversion algorithm by providing the parameters from

calibration. Many of the most frequently used algorithms for

Fig. 6. Example of a point cloud representation of a room visualized using
the PCL library [16].

generating, manipulating and visualizing point clouds are im-

plemented within the popular open-source library called PCL

[16]. Raw point clouds can be difficult to process due to large

amount of data they contain. To accelerate the manipulation,

the sampled points can be organized in octrees [19].

B. Triangulation

Point clouds are not ideal for further modification and real-

time visualization. For those purposes, it is often required to

use a different geometric representation such as a polygonal

model (mesh). Delaunay triangulation method is often used

with 2D data (Fig. 7), while 3D input requires a more difficult

approach called tetrahedralization or tetrahedrization [20].

This method can be very computationally expensive and mod-

ern techniques are able to accelerate this process by exploiting

graphics hardware [21]. Surface normal estimation is often a

part of the surface reconstruction process.

Geometry represented in this way can then be further

optimized and compressed by traditional polygon mesh op-

timization algorithms to save space and accelerate further

processing.

C. Object detection and pose estimation

Both in autonomous robotics and industry, the problem

of detecting and classifying objects appears very frequently.

In case the geometry of the object is known in advance

(e.g. a CAD model is available), the task consists of finding

this object in the scene and fitting it to the segmented data

(estimating its position and rotation – 6DOF pose) [22]. Once

this is achieved, the results can be used for various tasks, for

example to navigate a mobile robot or detect and measure

surface defects in industrial quality control [23].

Another type of problem is detection and general classi-

fication of objects in the environment such as people, cars,

Fig. 7. Delaunay triangulation (right) corresponds to the dual graph of
Voronoi diagram (left) [20].
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furniture, switches, door handles, etc. This problem occurs

mainly in autonomous robotics, where the robot has no prior

information about the environment. Some of the tools used for

solving this problem are Markov networks [24] and conditional

random fields [25].

IV. CONCLUSION

The field of 3D imaging and processing is very wide and

there are still numerous unsolved problems in both imaging

(some techniques still struggle with transparent and reflective

materials, occlusions, etc.) and range processing (scene un-

derstanding, semantic mapping, ...). As autonomous mobile

robots are slowly becoming a part of the human society, we

believe it is important to focus on the perception capabilities

of these machines. Understanding its surroundings is crucial

for safe and useful operation of these machines.

In our next work, we would like to focus on developing

techniques and algorithms for scene understanding, object

detection and classification with its main use in autonomous

mobile robotics. We want to work on solving problems and

improving existing solutions in the domain of segmentation

and semantic labeling of point cloud data for the purpose

of robot navigation and interaction with focus on both static

and dynamic environments. Combining these methods with

existing 3D imaging and SLAM algorithms will aid the

development of fully autonomous robots with the ability to

perform useful tasks in previously unknown environments.

Since robotics has very strong presence in automated man-

ufacturing, we believe our work will find its application in

this field as well.
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